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Abstract

The current agricultural machinery platforms just provide operational
information of farmland and machinery, but not effective decision-making service.
The problems of low utilization rate of agricultural machinery and low operation
profits emerge as a major issue in the cross-regional operation of combine
harvesters. The intelligent big data platform of agricultural machinery, which is
firstly introduced, is not only to build an information exchanging platform for
farmers and machine hand, but more important to provide the decision-making
service. And then the deployment problem of combine harvesters is analyzed and
the deployment model is established in the paper. Optimization deployment
algorithm with global searching strategies, which is proposed in this paper, makes
comparison with deployment algorithm with heuristic searching strategies that
has be proposed in the author's previous article at aspects of deployment profit,
cost and distances. It is concluded that the two algorithms have different
applicable conditions. The better solution with high efficiency and performance
can be obtained by the algorithm proposed in this paper.
Keywords: big data platform, heuristic searching, global searching, deployment
strategy, combine harvester deployment

1. Introduction
Total powers of agricultural machinery of Hebei Province are 100 million kilowatts. the
amounts of tractors and combine harvesters are 1.67 million and 127,000. The level of
comprehensive agricultural mechanization is more than 70%. Agricultural machinery has
the characteristics of dispersing flow, seasonal operation and regulatory difficulties over a
broad area. The problems of management division, information isolation, lack of scientific
decision-making emerge as a major issue. At present, the existing agricultural machinery
information service platforms only supply the general information of farmland and
agricultural machinery for the machine hand, agricultural mechanization cooperation, but
not provide effective decision-making services to obtain the maximum profits and best
deployment schemes [1-4]. In the actual operation process, there are many factors that
affect the allocation decision, including time, position, road condition, type and quantity,
operation ability, operation price, weather and subjective factors. The machine hand has
allocated combine harvesters by subjective experience without scientific and reasonable
deployment plan. Too many combine harvesters crowd in some region that there is not
enough farmland to reap and many of combine harvesters are idle. Other region is lack of
farm machinery and need more combine harvesters to complete the harvest. The problems
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of agricultural machinery utilization decreased, cross operating income declined
increasingly are more and more prominent [5-9].
Intelligence is the development trend of modern agriculture. In order to solve a series of
problems such as information asymmetry, disorderly operations, the big data platform of
intelligent agricultural machinery merge at a historic moment. The platform is not only to
provide accurate service for machine hands, farmers, agricultural cooperatives, enterprises
and other institutions, but also to provide a scientific basis for decision-making
management. The effective joint between farmers and machine hands in the process of
scheduling and allocating is an important means to improve the efficiency of agricultural
machinery operations with the big data platform of intelligent agricultural machinery.

2. Overview of the Big Data Platform of Intelligent Agricultural
Machinery
The construction purpose of the big data platform of intelligent agricultural machinery
are as follows. Firstly, the basic information of agricultural resources is shared with the
unified platform. The data, including agricultural machinery operation data, supply and
demand information of operation and basic data of agricultural machinery, is acquired and
fusion, analysis, open utilization the information of agricultural machinery are realized
based on the agricultural data acquisition system, mobile phone APP and information
management platform. Secondly, the management efficiency and the decision-making
level are improved. Agricultural machinery management departments or agricultural
machinery cooperation can intuitively understand the precise positioning, operation status
and other related data of agricultural machinery, it makes the management decision of
agricultural machinery be scientific, be intelligent, be accurate and be visual. Thirdly,
information services capabilities are promoted. The information of supply and demand are
provided for the machine hand, farmers, agricultural machinery cooperation. The
efficiency and effectiveness of agricultural machinery operations are enhanced and depth
intelligent service with intelligent scheduling, energy-saving, yield and benefit increasing
are realized based on acquisition and analysis of big data, and intelligent optimization
algorithm.

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Deployment of Combine Harvesters
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The main functions of the big data platform of intelligent agricultural machinery are as
follows.one is the acquisition of agricultural machinery big data, and the other one is the
depth service of agricultural machinery big data.
Acquisition of agricultural machinery big data. The data, which is from precise
positioning, tracking, operational environment perception, is collected automatically
through airborne data acquisition unit of independent research and development. The
supply and demand information of farmland and agricultural machinery can be easily
queried by the APP of intelligent agricultural machinery. The whole basic agricultural
machinery of Hebei can be acquired by using information management platform. The data
are shared among agricultural machinery management departments, enterprises, machine
hands and farmers through the unified platform.
Depth service of agricultural machinery big data. Emergent scheduling and
allocating system of agricultural machinery can supply the functions of information
release and deployment scheme generation for agricultural machinery management
department or agricultural machinery cooperation. The APPs of intelligent agricultural
machinery provide optimal operation planning, information push, inquiry of supply and
demand information and service information for machine hands and farmers. The depth
service is realized by using two kinds of mobile phone APP. These are shown in Figure2.
One is the APP of “I am a farmer” and the other one is the APP of “I am a driver”.
The APP of "I am a farmer" is provide for farmers. Farmers can not only release the
information of their own farmland, but also can visually browse the distribution and basic
information of the surrounding available agricultural machinery through the APP. More
convenience is that farmers can also make targeted selection of available farm machinery,
contact machine hand directly, enjoy special combine harvester service. It can compress
the operation time and improve operation efficiency and reduce losses in the harvest. The
APP of "I am a driver" is provide for machine hands. Machine hands can easily browse
the information of the location, areas, prices, cell phone numbers of farmers through
selecting different query criteria by this APP. Machine hands can not only contact farmers
directly, but also can obtain the navigation service. The APP of "I am a driver" also can
provide intelligent decision service for the machine hand.

Figure 2. The Basic Functions of the Mobile APP of “I am a Driver” and “I am
a Farmer”
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Considering the influence factors of the distances, area, price, operational time and
weather, intelligent deployment with the goal of maximum benefit can give out top five
best deployment schemes for machine hands by using efficient optimization algorithm.
The functions of maintenance station, gas station and related information for the machine
hand can provide quality and convenient services for smoothly operation. Intelligent
deployment greatly reduces the rate of empty driving and blindness operation, and also
can avoid the occurrence of problems such as waiting for the rainy day [10-15]. The using
of the APPs not only can effectively save the operational cost and improve the operational
efficiency of combine harvester, but also provide a strong guarantee for machine hands.

3. Research on Deployment Strategies of Combine Harvesters.
The big data platform of intelligent agricultural machinery is not only to build an
intelligent service platform for farmers and machine hand but also to provide the best
scheduling path and allocation scheme for machine hand and agricultural machinery
cooperation and to achieve the goal of high yield and low cost within the time window.
Intelligent planning based on big data platform of intelligent agricultural machinery is to
establish a mapping relationship between multi-farmland and multi-agricultural machinery.
Agricultural machinery supply services for farmland orderly through organizing
appropriate route under the various constraints (such as farmland size, operational time
window, weather factors). Finally, the agricultural machinery allocation goals are realized
with the best deployment scheme.
To clearly describe the problem, the relevant variables of combine harvester and
farmland are described in this paper. The main variables which are related to the combine
harvester are defined as follows.
stands for the combine harvester j,
j=1,2,…n.
is the latitude coordinates of combine harvester j and
is the longitude coordinates of combine harvester j .

is the operation ability of

combine harvester j (mu/h),
is the running velocity of combine harvester j(Km/h),
is the running fuel consumption of combine harvester j (yuan/km).
is the working
fuel consumption of combine harvester j(yuan/km).The main variables which are related
to the farmland are defined as follows. stands for the farmland i, i=1,2,…m. means
the area of farmland i.
is the latitude coordinates of farmland i and
is the longitude coordinates of farmland i.
is the service price of farmland
i.
is the suitable beginning time of farmland i and
is the latest ending time of
farmland i. The main variables, which are from combine harvesters to farmland, are
defined as follows.
is the distance between combine harvester j and farmland i.
is
the scheduling time between combine harvester j and farmland i.
is the working
time of combine harvester j serving for farmland i.
is the arrival time from combine
harvester j to farmland i.
is the actual beginning time of combine harvester j serving
for farmland i,
is the actual ending time of combine harvester j serving for farmland i.
Pro stands for the total profits of deployment. The decision variable is determined as
,
which is the allocating sign between combine harvester j and farmland i.

According to the above analysis, the intelligent deployment model is established in this
paper.
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St.
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
From the above analysis it can be known that the goal of deployment is maximum
profit of deployment. From the constraint condition (1) can see, if the arrival time
is
earlier than the suitable beginning time
,
, otherwise,
. From the
constraint condition (2) can see, the suitable ending time of farmland i should be no more
than the actual ending time. From the constraint condition (3) can see, the total completed
areas of farmland i are no more than the areas of i. From the constraint condition (4) can
see, if the arrvial time from combine harvester j to farmland i is earlier than the suitabe
beginning time, the actual beginning time from j to i is
, otherwise, the actual
beginning time is
. From the constraint condition (5) can see, that the arrival time
from farm machienry j to farmland i equals to the scheduling time from j to i and the
completion time of farm machienry j serving for farmland i.
3. 1. Scheduling and Allocating Algorithm with Global Searching Strategy
The combine harvester scheduling and allocating problem with the constraints of time
window is studied in the paper. The suitable path from the known farmland can be
planned and the maximum profit can be obtained with the constraints of the time window
according to the basic information of combine harvester. The specific steps of scheduling
and allocating algorithm with global searching strategy are as follows.
Step1 Initial.
a. Cur points to the current farmland, cur=0 means the location of combine harvester.
b. Next point to the next farmland which is to be searched.
c. The array stack is used for saving the searched farmland.
d. Depth stands for the depth of searching.
e. The amount of farmland is m.
f. The upper working time limit of farmland is T.
g. The lower profit limit of combine harvester is 0, incomeBound=0.
h. The initial profit value of combine harvester is 0.
i. k=1.
Step2 While k
,turn to Step3. Otherwise, turn to Step9.
Step3 If currentIncome >= incomeBound, then
depth++, stack[depth]=k, stack[depth+1]=0, Visit[k]=1;
Step4 while depth>0, then cur=stack[depth],next=stack[depth+1];
Step5 Search the adjacent farmland.
For (i=next+1; i<M; i++){
if (cur == i) or visit[i]==1 or currentTime + distance[cur][i]/v+area[i]/p > workTime
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continue;
else break;
Step6
Step 6.1
If i<M, then record the allocation of farmland i.
a) Calculate the actual completion time of farmland i currentFinishTime[cur][i],
and the profit of farmland i income[cur][i].
b) currentTime+= currentFinishTime[cur][i], currentIncome+=income[cur][i].
c) depth++.
Step 6.2
If i=M, then record the whole farmland information in this scheduling path in order.
a. maxIncome= currentIncome.
b. If maxIncome > incomeBound, then incomeBound= maxIncome.
c. Print out the farmland in the array stack, and obtain the scheduling and
allocating scheme in order.
Step7 If depth>0, then
a) currentTime-= currentFinishTime [stack[depth-1]][stack[depth]].
b) currentIncome -= income [stack[depth-1]][stack[depth]].
c) visit[stack[depth]]=0.
d) Next=depth.
e) Depth--.
f) Return step4.
Step8 If depth=0, then
a) Set the array visit[i]=0,i={1,2,3，…，m-1}
b) currentTime=0;
c) currentIncome=0;
d) incomeBound=0;
e) return Step2.
Step9 exit.
3.2. Scheduling and Allocating Algorithm with Heuristic Searching Strategy.
3.2.1. Pretreatment of Farmland
Parallel task. Each farmland has the time window of the appropriate service.
and
stand for the suitable beginning time of farmland i and j , and
stand for the latest
ending time of farmland i and j. If
=
and = , the
and
are parallel tasks.
The parallel tasks have the same layer in the paper. Therefore, the algorithm of judgment
of tasks layer can be described as follows.
Step1. Initialization.
1.1 Sorts the farmland by the ascending order of earliest start time. If the farmland has
the same earliest start time, sort them by the order of earliest end time and add them in the
queue Q.
1.2 n is the amount of farmland. Initialize Array A[n], which is used to save the layer of
every farmland.
1.3 The layer of O is 0, j=1.
Step2. If j>n, turn to Step5.
Step3. Calculate the completion time Tj of farmland j by Multi-machinery
simultaneous scheduling and allocating algorithm.
Step4. If
=
and
= , then the farmland Fj-1 and Fj have the same layer,
A[j]= A[j-1],j++, turn to Step2. Else A[j] = A [j-1] +1, j++, turn to Step2.
Step5. Quit.
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The algorithm of generation of scheduling path graph can be described as follows.
Step1. Initialization.
Calculate the task amount of every layers and save in array L[m].m is the max layer of
tasks.
The layer of O is 0.k=1.
The tasks are sorted in Queue Q.
Step2. If k>m, turn to Step7, otherwise i=L[k].
Step3. If i>0, j=L[k+1],turn to step 4, otherwise turn to step 2.
Step4. If j> 0, turn to step5.otherwise, i--, turn to step3.
Step5. Connect ith task of layer i to jth task of layer j, j--, and turn to step4.
Step6. Sort out and generate the final scheduling path graph.
Step7. Quit.
3.2.2. Description of the Algorithm
In order to clearly interpret, the farmland is called task and the combine harvester held
by owners is called resource.
Step1. Initialize the location of original resource is O and the status of resource is 0.
Step2. Check the task queue Q, if Q is null, turn to Step6. Else take out the first task
from the queue and turn to Step3.
Step3. Analyze the feasible resource according to the current status of resource.
Step3.1 If the resource status is 2 and its amount is not 0, sorts these resources by the
ascending order of distance from the current tasks and then calculate whether the waiting
resource can complete the current tasks. If yes, turn to Step4, otherwise, calculate the
completed tasks and the left tasks with the late completion time and turn to 3.2.
Step3.2 If the resource status is 1 and its amount is not 0, sorts these resources by the
ascending order of distance from the current tasks and then calculate whether the resource
can complete the current tasks after releasing the previous resources. If yes, turn to Step4,
otherwise, calculate the completed tasks and the left tasks with the late completion time
and turn to 3.3.
Step3.3 If the resource status is 0 and its amount is not 0, sorts these resources by the
ascending order of distance from the current tasks and then calculate whether the resource
can complete the current tasks. If yes, turn to Step4, otherwise, the resource cannot
complete the task and delete this task and turn to Step2.
Step4. Allocate the suitable resource for the current tasks with the lowest cost and
record the allocating result.
Step5. Update the resource status of current time. Turn to Step2.
Step6. Sort out and obtain the final allocating results.

4. Experiments and Analysis.
The wheat harvesters from Handan city and Baoding City in Hebei Province are
selected as the research object in the harvest time. These following information, which
including farmland area, working ability of combine harvester and the latitude and
longitude coordinates of available combine harvester and farmland, can be obtained from
the experimental platform of combine harvester scheduling and allocating. The feasibility
and validity of the two algorithms are further verified with the experimental data in this
section. In the experiment, there are 5 groups of wheat fields and there are 6 wheat fields
in each group. In order to describe clearly in the experimental parts, scheduling and
allocating algorithm with global searching strategies is denoted as
and scheduling
and allocating algorithm with heuristic searching strategies is respectively denoted as
.
and
are denoted as the deployment profit of
and
.
and
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are denoted as the deployment cost of
and
.
and
are denoted as
the deployment distances of
and
. The two algorithms are made a
comparison at aspects of profit, cost and distances and
,
, and
are defined in the following. The comparison results are as follows.

Table 1. Comparison Results of Two Algorithms.
NO
1
2
3
4
5

Profit (ten thousand
Cost (ten thousand yuan)
yuan)
Result1
Result2
3.84
3.15
3.20
2.94
2.49

3.05
2.85
3.20
2.47
2.34

20.57%
9.52%
0.00%
15.99%
6.02%

1.19
1.26
1.11
1.04
1.21

1.25 -5.04%
1.37 -8.73%
1.11 0.00%
1.16 -11.54%
1.23 -1.65%

Distance (km)
Result3
295.15
309.38
356.77
349.43
406.22

315.00 -6.73%
340.65 -10.11%
356.77 0.00%
356.18 -1.93%
389.75 4.05%

The results from Table 1 are shown that Result1 is not less than 0.00%, while Result2
and Result3 are not more than 0.00%. it means that the total profits of
is more
than those of
,and the total costs and distances of
is no more than those of
.That is to say, the deployment results of
is better than those of
from
the above comparison.
To verify the feasibility and applicability of the two algorithms in depth, the
comparisons are made between the two algorithms with different farm machinery
amounts. The total profits of two algorithms when the amount of combine harvesters is
6,10 and 20 are shown in Figure3, Figure4 and Figure5.

Figure 3. The Total Profits of Two Algorithms when the Amount of Combine
Harvesters is 6
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Figure 4. The Total Profits of Two Algorithms when the Amount of Combine
Harvesters is 10

Figure 5. The Total Profits of Two Algorithms when the Amount of Combine
Harvesters is 20
The operation efficiency of two algorithms when the amount of combine harvesters is
6,10 and 20 are shown in Figure6, Figure7 and Figure8.

Figure 6. The Operation Efficiency of Two Algorithms when the Amount of
Combine Harvesters Is 6
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Figure 7. The Operation Efficiency of Two Algorithms when the Amount of
Combine Harvesters is 10

Figure 8. The Operation Efficiency of Two Algorithms when the Amount of
Combine Harvesters is 20
From the above Figures can be seen, when the amount of combine harvesters is 6,10
and 20, the total profits of
are a little more than those of
in the
Figure,3,Figure4 and Figure5. The operation efficiency of
are similar to that of
when the amount of combine harvesters is 6 and 10 from the Figure6 and Figure7.
However, when the amount of combine harvesters is 20, the operation efficiency of
is significantly smaller than that of
in the Figure8. In conclusions, the
optimum solution can be obtained by the scheduling and allocating algorithm with global
searching strategies, which is a global optimal algorithm. scheduling and allocating
algorithm with heuristic searching strategies, which is a local optimal algorithm, just can
obtain an approximate solution. The deployment profits of local optimal algorithm are no
less than those of the global optimal algorithm. The operation efficiency of the global
optimal algorithm will drop considerably with increasement of problem size.
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5. Conclusions
The intelligent big data platform of agricultural machinery is firstly introduced, and the
important function of the platform is decision-making service of deployment. The
deployment problem of combine harvesters is analyzed and the deployment model is
established in the paper. Optimization deployment algorithm with global searching
strategies is proposed in this paper and makes comparison with deployment algorithm
with heuristic searching strategies at aspects of deployment profit and operation efficiency.
The deployment problem studied in the paper is based on the choice of machine hand. The
amount of combine harvesters owned by machine owners are no more than 3. Farmland
has timeliness, while the overall capacity of combine harvesters is fixed. In general, the
amount of farmland, which can be harvested by machine hands in the wheat harvest time,
is no more than 10. Therefore, the scheduling and allocating algorithm with global
searching strategies is better than the scheduling and allocating algorithm with heuristic
searching strategies at the aspects of the operation efficiency and the total profits when the
amount of farmland is no more than 10.
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